This paper introduces multivariate input-output models to predict the errors and bases dimensions of local parametric Proper Orthogonal Decomposition reduced-order models. We refer to these multivariate mappings as the MP-LROM models. We employ Gaussian Processes and Artificial Neural Networks to construct approximations of these multivariate mappings. Numerical results with a viscous Burgers model illustrate the performance and potential of the machine learning based regression MP-LROM models to approximate the characteristics of parametric local reduced-order models. The predicted reduced-order models errors are compared against the multifidelity correction and reduced order model error surrogates methods predictions, whereas the predicted reduced-order dimensions are tested against the standard method based on the spectrum of snapshots matrix. Since the MP-LROM models incorporate more features and elements to construct the probabilistic mappings they achieve more accurate results. However, for high-dimensional parametric spaces, the MP-LROM models might suffer from the curse of dimensionality. Scalability challenges of MP-LROM models and the feasible ways of addressing them are also discussed in this study.
Introduction
Many physical phenomena are described mathematically by partial differential equations (PDEs), and, after applying suitable discretization schemes, are simulated on a computer. PDE-based models frequently require calibration and parameter tuning in order to provide realistic simulation results. Recent developments in the field of uncertainty quantification [42, 71, 27, 13] provide the necessary tools for validation of such models even in the context of variability and lack of knowledge of the input parameters. Techniques to propagate uncertainties through models include direct evaluation for linearly parametric models, sampling methods such as Monte Carlo [66] , Latin hypercube [32] and quasi-Monte Carlo techniques [43] , perturbation methods [10, 11, 12] and spectral representation [42, 21, 1] . While stochastic Galerkin methods [42] are intrusive in nature, Monte Carlo sampling methods [66] and stochastic collocations [21] do not require the modification of existing codes and hence they are non-intrusive. While uncertainty propagation techniques can measure the impact of uncertain parameters on some quantities of interest, they often become infeasible due to the large number of model realizations requirement. Similar difficulties are encountered when solving Bayesian inference problems since sampling from posterior distribution is required.
The need for computational efficiency motivated the development of surrogate models such as response surfaces, low resolution, and reduced-order models. Data fitting or response surface models [71] are data-driven models. The underlying physics remain unknown and only the input-output behavior of the model is considered. Data fitting can use techniques such as regression, interpolation, radial basis function, Gaussian Processes, Artificial Neural Networks and other supervised machine-learning methods. The latter techniques can automatically detect patterns in data, and one can use them to predict future data under uncertainty in a probabilistic framework [48] . While easy to implement due to the non-intrusive nature, the prediction abilities may suffer since the governing physics are not specifically accounted for.
Low-fidelity models attempt to reduce the computational burden of the high-fidelity models by neglecting some of the physical aspects (e.g., replacing Navier-Stokes and Large Eddy Simulations with inviscid Euler's equations and Reynolds-Averaged NavierStokes [25, 63, 78] , or decreasing the spatial resolution [15, 74] ). The additional approximations, however, may considerably degrade the physical solution with only a modest decrease of the computational load.
Reduced basis [53, 5, 26, 61, 18] and Proper Orthogonal Decomposition [39, 45, 36, 46, 47] are two of the popular reduced-order modeling (ROM) strategies available in the literature. Data analysis is conducted to extract basis functions from experimental data or detailed simulations of high-dimensional systems (method of snapshots [67, 68, 69] ), for subsequent use in Galerkin projections that yield low dimensional dynamical models. While these type of models are physics-based and therefore require intrusive implementations, they are usually more robust than data fitting and low-fidelity models. However, since surrogate model robustness depends heavily on the problem, it must be carefully analyzed especially for large-scale nonlinear dynamical systems.
ROM robustness in a parametric setting can be achieved by constructing a global basis [34, 54] , but this strategy generates large dimensional bases that may lead to slow reduced-order models. Local approaches have been designed for parametric or time domains generating local bases for both the state variables [56, 17] and non-linear terms [20, 52] . A recent survey of state-of-the-art methods in projection-based parametric model reduction is available in [6] .
In this study, we propose multivariate data fitting models to predict the local parametric Proper Orthogonal Decomposition reducedorder models errors and bases dimensions. We refer to them as MP-LROM models. Let us consider a local parametric reduced-order model of dimension K P OD constructed using a high-fidelity solution associated with the parameter configuration µ p .
Our first MP-LROM model consists in the mapping {µ, µ p , K P OD } → log ε HF µ,µp,K P OD , where ε HF µ,µp,K P OD is the error of the local reduced-order model solution with respect to the high-fidelity solution for a viscosity parameter configuration µ. Our proposed approach is inspired from the multi-fidelity correction (MFC) [2] and reduced order model error surrogates method (ROMES) [19] . MFC [2, 22, 25, 37] has been developed for low-fidelity models in the context of optimization. The MFC model simulates the input-output relation µ → ε HF µ , where ε HF µ is the low-fidelity model error depending on a global reduced basis with a constant reduced-order model dimension. The ROMES method [19] introduced the concept of error indicators for global reduced-order models and generalized the MFC framework by approximating the mapping ρ(µ) → log ε HF µ . The error indicators ρ(µ) include rigorous error bounds and reducedorder residual norms. No variation of the reduced basis dimension was taken into account. By estimating the log of the reduced-order model error instead of the error itself, the input-output map exhibits a lower variance as shown by our numerical experiments as well as those in [19] .
The second proposed MP-LROM model addresses the issue of a-priori selection of the reduced basis dimension for a prescribed accuracy of the reduced solution. The standard approach is to analyze the spectrum of the snapshots matrix, and use the largest singular value removed from the expansion to estimate the accuracy level [75] . To also take into account the error due to the full-order-model equations projection in the reduced space, here we propose the mapping {µ p , log ε HF µp,µp,K P OD } → K P OD to predict the dimension of a local parametric reduced-order model given a prescribed error threshold.
To approximate the mappings {µ, µ p , K P OD } → log ε HF µ,µp,K P OD and {µ p , log ε HF µp,µp,K P OD } → K P OD , we propose regression models constructed using Gaussian Processes (GP) [70, 44] and Artificial Neural Networks (ANN). In the case of one dimensional Burgers model, the resulted MP-LROM error models are accurate and their predictions are compared against those obtained by the MFC and ROMES models. The predicted dimensions of local reduced-order models using our proposed MP-LROM models are more accurate than those derived using the standard method based on the spectrum of snapshots matrix.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the reduced-order modeling parametric framework. The MP-LROM models and the regression machine learning methods used in this study to approximate the MP-LROM mappings are described in details in Section 3. Section 4 describes the viscous 1D-Burgers model and compares the performances of the MP-LROM and state of the art models. Conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
Parametric reduced-order modeling
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition has been successfully applied in numerous applications such as compressible flow [? ] and computational fluid dynamics [40, 60, 79] , to mention a few. It can be thought of as a Galerkin approximation in the state variable built from functions corresponding to the solution of the physical system at specified time instances. A system reduction strategy for Galerkin models of fluid flows based on a partition in slow, dominant, and fast modes, has been proposed in [51] . Closure models and stabilization strategies for POD of turbulent flows have been investigated in [64, 77] .
In this paper we consider discrete inner products (Euclidean dot product), though continuous products may be employed as well. Generally, an unsteady problem can be written in semi-discrete form as an initial value problem; i.e., as a system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations
The input-parameter µ typically characterizes the physical properties of the flow. By P we denote the input-parameter space. For a given parameter configuration µ p we select an ensemble of N t time instances of the flow x(µ p , t 1 ), . . . , x(µ p , t Nt ) ∈ R Nstate , where N state is the total number of discrete model variables, and N t ∈ N * . The POD method chooses an orthonormal basis
Nstate×K P OD , such that the mean square error between x(µ p , t i ) and the POD expansion
, is minimized on average. The POD space dimension K P OD N state is appropriately chosen to capture the dynamics of the flow. Algorithm 1 describes the reduced-order basis construction procedure [72] . 
Choose K P OD , the dimension of the POD basis, such that K P OD = arg min m {I(m) : I(m) ≥ γ} where 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 is the percentage of total information captured by the reduced space X K P OD = range(U µp ). It is common to select γ = 0.99. The basis U µp consists of the first K P OD columns ofŪ µp .
Next, a Galerkin projection of the full model state (1) onto the space X K P OD spanned by the POD basis elements is used to obtain the reduced-order model
The notationx µp (µ, t) expresses the solution dependence on the varying parameter µ and also on µ p the configuration whose associated high-fidelity trajectory was employed to generate the POD basis. While being accurate for µ = µ p , the reduced model (2) may lose accuracy when moving away from the initial setting. Several strategies have been proposed to derive a basis that spans the entire parameter space. These include the reduced basis method combined with the use of error estimates [61, 55, 54] , global POD [73, 65] , Krylov-based sampling methods [16, 76] , and greedy techniques [29, 50] . The fundamental assumption used by these approaches is that a smooth low-dimensional global manifold characterizes the model solutions over the entire parameter domain. The purpose of our paper is to estimate the solution error and dimension of the reduced-order model (2) that can be subsequently used to generate a global basis for the parameter space.
3 Multivariate prediction of local reduced-order models characteristics (MP-LROM)
We propose multivariate input-output models φ : z → y,
z ∈ R r , to predict characteristics y ∈ R of local parametric reduced-order models (2).
Error Model
Inspired from the MFC and ROMES methodologies we introduce an input-output model to predict the level of error ε HF µ,µp,K P OD , where
Here · F denotes the Frobenius norm, and K P OD is the dimension of the reduced-order model. In contrast with ROMES and MFC models that predict the error of global reduced-order models with fixed dimensions, using univariate functions, here we propose a multivariate model φ
to predict the error of local parametric reduced-order models (2) of various dimensions. Since the dimension of basis usually influences the level of error we include it among the input variables. To design models with reduced variances we look to approximate the logarithm of the error as suggested in [19] . For high-dimensional parametric spaces, ROMES method handles well the curse of dimensionality with their proposing univariate models. In combination with active subspace method [14] , we can reduce the number of input variables in case the amount of variability in the parametric space is mild. This will increase our error model feasibility even for high-dimensional parametric space.
Dimension of the reduced basis
The basis dimension represents one of the most important characteristic of a reduced-order model. The reduced manifold dimension directly affects both the on-line computational complexity of the reduced-order model and its accuracy [41, 33, 23] . By increasing the dimension of the basis, the projection error usually decreases and the accuracy of the reduced-order model is enhanced. However this is not necessarily valid as seen in [59, Section 5] . Nevertheless the spectrum of the snapshots matrix offers guidance regarding the choice of the reduced basis dimension when some prescribed reduced-order model error is desired. However the accuracy depends also on the 'in-plane' error, which is due to the fact that the full-order-model equations are projected on the reduced subspace [58, 35] .
We seek to predict the dimension of the local parametric reduced-order model (2) by accounting for both the orthogonal projection error onto the subspace, which is computable by the sum of squares of singular values, and the 'in-plane' error. As such we propose to model the mapping φ
Once such model is available, given a positive thresholdε and a parametric configuration µ p , we will be able to predict the dimension K P OD of the basis U µp , such that the reduced-order model error satisfies
Supervised Machine Learning Techniques
In order to estimate the level of reduced-order model solution error ε HF µ,µp j ,K P OD (4) and the reduced basis dimension K P OD , we will use regression machine learning methods to approximate the maps φ e M P −LROM and φ (5) and (6). Artificial Neural Networks and Gaussian Processes are used to build a probabilistic model φ : z →ŷ, where φ is a transformation function that learns through the input features z to estimate the deterministic output y [48] . As such, these probabilistic models are approximations of the mappings introduced in (3). The input features z can be either categorical or ordinal. The real-valued random variableŷ is expected to have a low variance and reduced bias. The features of z should be descriptive of the underlying problem at hand [8] . The accuracy and stability of estimations are assessed using the K-fold cross-validation technique. The samples are split into K subsets ("folds"), where typically 3 ≤ K ≤ 10. The model is trained on K − 1 sets and tested on the K-th set in a round-robin fashion [48] . Each fold induces a specific error quantified as the average of the absolute values of the differences between the predicted and the K-th set values
where N is the number of test samples in the fold. The error is then averaged over all folds:
The variance of the prediction results (8a) accounts for the sensitivity of the model to the particular choice of data set. It quantifies the stability of the model in response to the new training samples. A smaller variance indicates more stable predictions, however, this sometimes translates into a larger bias of the model. Models with small variance and high bias make strong assumptions about the data and tend to underfit the truth, while models with high variance and low bias tend to overfit the truth [49] . The trade-off between bias and variance in learning algorithms is usually controlled via techniques such as regularization or bagging and boosting [8] .
In what follows we briefly review the Gaussian Process and Artificial Neural Networks techniques.
Gaussian process kernel method
A Gaussian process is a collection of random variables, any finite number of which have a joint Gaussian distribution [57] . A Gaussian process is fully described by its mean and covariance functions
where m(z) = E [φ(z)] , and K is the covariance matrix with entries
. In this work we employ the commonly used squared-exponential-covariance Gaussian kernel with
and
, where z i and z j are the pairs of data points in training or test samples, δ is the Kronecker delta symbol and · is some appropriate norm. The model (10) has three hyper-parameters. The length-scale governs the correlation among data points. The signal variance σ 2 φ ∈ R and the noise variance σ 2 n ∈ R govern the precision of variance and noise, respectively. Consider a set of training data points
Consider also the set of test points
For a Gaussian prior the joint distribution of training outputs y and test outputsŷ is
where
The predictive distribution represents the posterior after observing the data [8] and is given by
where superscript T denotes the transpose operation. The prediction of Gaussian process will depend on the choice of the mean and covariance functions, and on their hyper parameters , σ 2 φ and σ 2 n which can be inferred from the data
by minimizing the marginal negative log-likelihood function
Artificial Neural Networks
The study of Artificial Neural Networks begins in the 1910s in order to imitate human brain's biological structure. Pioneering work was carried out by Rosenblatt, who proposed a three-layered network structure, the perceptron [30] . ANN detect the pattern of data by discovering the input-output relationships. Applications include the approximation of functions, regression analysis, time series prediction, pattern recognition, and speech synthesis and recognition [38, 4] . ANN consist of neurons and connections between the neurons (weights). Neurons are organized in layers, where at least three layers of neurons (an input layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer) are required for construction of a neural network.
The ] the weights connecting the neuron j to the input of that layer (output of previous layer). The vectorsŷ and w j share the same dimension which varies along the layers depending on the number of input features, neurons and outputs. Then the feed-forward operation is
All products of previous layer output with current layer neuron weights will be summed and the bias value of each neuron will be added to obtain the vector
. Then the final output of each layer will be obtained by passing the vector x through the transfer function ϕ, which is a differentiable function and can be log-sigmoid, hyperbolic tangent sigmoid, or linear transfer function. The training process of ANN adjusts the weights and the biases in order to reproduce the desired outputs when fed the given inputs. The training process via the back propagation algorithm [62] uses a gradient descent method to modify weights and thresholds such that the error between the desired output and the output signal of the network is minimized [24] . In supervised learning the network is provided with samples from which it discovers the relations of inputs and outputs. The output of the network is compared with the desired output, and the error is back-propagated through the network and the weights will be adjusted. This process is repeated during several iterations, until the network output is close to the desired output [31] .
Numerical experiments
We illustrate the application of the proposed MP-LROM models to predict the error and dimension of the local parametric reduced-order models for a one-dimensional Burgers model. The 1D-Burgers model proposed herein is characterized by the viscosity coefficient. To assess the performance of the MP-LROM models constructed using Gaussian Process and Artificial Neural Networks, we employ various cross-validation tests. The dimensions of the training and testing data sets are chosen empirically based on the number of samples. For Artificial Neural Networks models the number of hidden layers and neurons in each hidden layer vary for each type of problems under study. The squared-exponential-covariance kernel (10) is used for Gaussian Process models.
The approximated MP-LROM error models are compared against the ROMES and multi-fidelity correction models, whereas the MP-LROM models that predict the dimension of the reduced-order models are verified against the standard approach based on the spectrum of snapshots matrix.
One-dimensional Burgers' equation
Burgers' equation is an important partial differential equation from fluid mechanics [9] . The evolution of the velocity u of a fluid evolves according to ∂u ∂t
with t f = 1 and L = 1. Here µ is the viscosity coefficient. The model has homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions u(0, t) = u(L, t) = 0, t ∈ (0, t f ]. For the initial conditions, we used a seventh order polynomial constructed using the least-square method and the data set {(0, 0); (0.2, 1); (0.4, 0.5); (0.6, 1); (0.8, 0.2); (0.9, 0.1); (0.95, 0.05); (1, 0)}. We employed the polyfit function in Matlab and the polynomial is shown in Figure 1 .
The discretization uses a spatial mesh of N s equidistant points on [0, L], with ∆x = L/(N s − 1). A uniform temporal mesh with N t points covers the interval [0, t f ], with ∆t = t f /(N t − 1). The discrete velocity vector is u(t j ) ≈ [u(x i , t j )] i=1,2,...,Nstate ∈ R Nstate , j = 1, 2, . . . , N t , where N state = N s − 2 (the known boundaries are removed). The semi-discrete version of the model (15) is
where u is the time derivative of u, and A x , A xx ∈ R Nstate×Nstate are the central difference first-order and second-order space derivative operators, respectively, which take into account the boundary conditions, too. The model is implemented in Matlab and the backward Euler method is employed for time discretization. The nonlinear algebraic systems are solved using the Newton-Raphson method and the allowed number of Newton iterations per each time step is set to 50. The solution is considered to have converged when the Euclidean norm of the residual is less then 10 −10 .
The The reduced-order models are constructed using POD method whereas the quadratic nonlinearities are computed via tensorial POD [72] for efficiency. A floating point operations analysis of tensorial POD, POD and POD/DEIM for p th order polynomial nonlinearities is available in [72] . The computational efficiency of the tensorial POD 1D Burgers model can be noticed in Figure 2 . Both on-line and off-line computational costs are shown. Here we selected µ = µ p = 0.7, N t = 301, POD dimension K P OD = 9, and we let the number of space points N s to vary. For N s = 201 and 701, the tensorial POD model is 5.17× and 61.12× times faster than the high-fidelity version. The rest of our numerical experiments uses N s = 201 and N t = 301. 4.2 Multivariate prediction of local reduced-order models characteristics (MP-LROM) using regression machine learning methods
Error estimation of local ROM solutions
Here, we will use GP and ANN to approximate the MP-LROM error model introduced in (5) . The approximated models have the following form
where the input features include a viscosity parameter value µ, a parameter value µ p associated with the full model run that generated the basis U µp , and the dimension of the reduced manifold K P OD . The target is the estimated logarithm of error of the reduced-order model solution at µ using the basis U µp and the corresponding reduced operators computed using the Frobenius norm log ε
The probabilistic models described generically in equation (17) 
∈ {0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1} and µ ∈ {0.01, . . . , 1}, 12 reduced basis dimensions K P OD spanning the interval {4, 5, . . . , 14, 15} and the reduced-order model logarithm of errors log ε HF µ,µp,K P OD . The entire data set contains 12000 samples, and for each 12 samples a high-fidelity model solution is calculated. Only one highfidelity model simulation is required for computing the reduced solutions errors for the parametric configuration µ using reduced-order models of various K P OD constructed based on a single high-fidelity trajectory described by parameter µ p . As such, 1000 high-fidelity simulations were needed to construct the entire data set. High-fidelity simulations are used to accurately calculate the errors associated with the existing reduced-order models for parametric configurations µ. Figure 3 shows isocontours of the error ε A more detailed analysis, comparing models φ e M P −LROM : {µ, µ p , K P OD } →ε HF µ,µp,K P OD (19) that target no scaled data and model (17) is given in the following.
The approximated MP-LROM models for estimating the local parametric reduced-order model errors are constructed using a Gaussian Process with a squared-exponential covariance kernel (10) and a neural network with six hidden layers and hyperbolic tangent sigmoid activation function in each layer. Tables 1 and 2 show the averages and variances of errors in prediction of MP-LROM models for different sample sizes. Every subset of samples is selected randomly from a shuffled original data set. The misfit is computed using the same formulas presented in (8a) to evaluate the prediction errors. Table 1 shows the prediction errors of (19) computed via equation (8a) with y = ε HF µ,µp,K P OD andŷ =ε HF µ,µp,K P OD ; i.e., no data scaling; the predictions have a large variance and a low accuracy. Scaling the data and targeting log ε HF µ,µp,K P OD results using (17) , reduce the variance of the predictions, and increase the accuracy, as shown in Table 2 . The same formula (8a) with y = log ε HF µ,µp,K P OD andŷ = log ε HF µ,µp,K P OD was applied. We notice that, for increasing sample sizes less or equal than 700 and for scaled data, the variances of GP and ANN predictions are not necessarily decreasing. This behavior changes and the variances of both regression models decrease for increasing sample sizes larger than 700 as seen in Table 2 . The performance of the ANN and GP is highly dependent on the number of samples in the data set. As the number of data points grows, the accuracy increases and the variance decreases. The results show that GP outperforms ANN for small numbers of samples ≤ 1000 whereas, for larger data sets, ANN is more accurate than GP. (17) and (19) using 100 and 1000 training samples for ANN and GP methods, respectively. The histograms shown in Figure 5 can assess the validity of GP assumptions (9), (11), (13) . The difference between the true and estimated values should behave as samples from the distribution N (0, σ 2 n ) [19] . In our case they are hardly normally distributed and this indicates that the data sets are not from Gaussian distributions.
GP MP-LROM ANN MP-LROM
Scaling the data and targeting log ε HF µ,µp,K P OD errors clearly improve the performance of the MP-LROM models. Consequently for the rest of the manuscript we will only use model (17) .
To asses the quality of the MP-LROM models, we also implemented a five-fold cross-validation test over the entire dataset. The results computed using formula (8b) are shown in Table 3 . ANN outperforms GP and estimates the errors more accurately. It also has less variance than the Gaussian Process which indicates it has more stable predictions. Figure 6 illustrates the average of errors in prediction of five different errors models computed using ANN and GP regression methods. The error models were constructed using a training set formed by 80% randomly selected data of the entire data set. The predictions were made using a fixed test set randomly selected from the entire data set and contains various values of µ, K P OD and µ p shown in the x-axes of Figure 6 . Building different GP and ANN MP-LROM error models, each trained on different part of the data set and then testing them with the same fixed test set, reduces the bias in prediction. Again, ANN outperforms GP having more accurate errors estimates.
We also compared the MP-LROM models with those obtained by implementing ROMES method [19] and MFC technique [2] . The ROMES method constructs univariate models
where the input ρ(µ) consists of error indicators. Examples of indicators include residual norms, dual-weighted residuals and other error bounds. MFC implements input-output models
where the input of error models is the viscosity parameter µ. Both ROMES and MFC methods use a global reduced-order model with a fixed dimension in contrast to our method that employs local reduced-order models with various dimensions. ROMES and MFC models are univariate whereas the MP-LROM models are multivariate. To accommodate our data set to the requirements of the ROMES and MFC methods, we separated the data set into multiple subsets. Each of these subsets has 100 samples corresponding to a single µ p and K P OD and 100 values of parameter µ ∈ {0.01, 0.02 . . . , 1}, so 100 high-fidelity simulations are required. For each subset we constructed ANN and GP models to approximate the input-output models defined in (20) and (21) using the same training set. In the case of ROMES method we employed the logarithms of residuals norms as inputs. We first computed the corresponding reduced-order solution and then the associated logarithm of residual norm by using the projected reduced order solution into the high-fidelity model for parameter µ. The output of both ROMES and MFC models approximates the logarithm of the Frobenius norm of the reduced-order-model errors.
Figures 7-10 shows the isocontours of the E fold and VAR fold computed using (8a) for different K P OD and µ p using ROMES, MFC, and MP-LROM models constructed using GP and ANN methods. In total there are 12 × 10 configurations corresponding to different K P OD and µ p and as many ROMES and MFC models. The MP-LROM models are global in nature and the training set is the whole original data set. The testing set is the same for all the compared models and differs from the training sets. We can see that MP-LROM models are more accurate than those obtained via ROMES and MFC models. Including more samples associated with various POD basis sizes and µ p is benefic. We also trained and tested all the models using five-fold cross-validation. The average error and variance of all 120 E fold s and VAR fold s are compared against those obtained using MP-LROM error models and are summarized in tables 4 and 5. This shows that the MFC models outperform the ROMES ones, for our experiment, and the MP-LROM models are the most accurate. The MP-LROM models perform better since they employ more features and samples than the other models which help the error models tune the parameters better. We also notice the efficiency of the MFC models from accuracy point of view considering that they use very few samples. In the case of large parametric domains the MP-LROM error models may require a very large data set with a lot of features. By using only subsets of the whole data set near the vicinity of the parameters of interest and applying the active subset method [14] can help prevent the potential curse of dimensionality problem that MP-LROM might suffer. Table 4 : Average error of all 120 E fold s for three methods. Finally we compare and show the average of the errors in prediction of five different errors models designed using ROMES, MFC, and MP-LROM methods for one of the subsets corresponding to K P OD = 10 and µ p = 1. The testing set is randomly selected from the samples and is not included in the training sets. The training set for both ROMES and MFC models are the same. In order to prevent the bias in prediction, each time the error models are trained on randomly selected 80% of the training sets and tested with the fixed test set. We repeated this five times and the average of error in prediction is obtained. Figure 11 shows the average of error in prediction for all models implemented using GP and ANN methods.
Multivariate prediction of local reduced-order models characteristics (MP-LROM) using regression machine learning methods
Since we are including more features in our mappings, we achieve more accurate predictions compared to other existing methods such as ROMES and MFC. However, there is always a trade-off between the computational complexity and the accuracy. For more accurate results, one can generate a bigger dataset with more samples taken from the parameter domain of the underlying model. This elevates the computational complexity since the dataset requires more high-fidelity model solutions and the probabilistic mappings are more costly to construct in the training phase. Techniques such as principal component analysis and active subspace can alleviate the curse of dimensionality for big datasets by selecting the most effective features and ignoring the less-effective ones.
Selecting the dimension of reduced-order model
Here we construct MP-LROM models to predict the reduced basis dimension that account for a-priori specified accuracy levels in the reduced-order model solution. The models are constructed using GP and ANN methods and have the following form
The input features of this model consist of the viscosity parameter µ p ∈ [0.01, 1] and the log of the Frobenius norm of the error between the high-fidelity and reduced-order models (18) . The searched output K P OD is the estimation of the dimension of the reduced manifold K P OD . The data set contains equally distributed values of µ p over the entire parametric domain µ p ∈ {0.01, 0.0113, 0.0126, . . . , 0.9956}, reduced basis dimensions K P OD spanning the set {4, 5, . . . , 14, 15} and the logarithm of the reduced-order model error log ε HF µp,µp,K P OD . We use GP and ANN methods to construct two MP-LROM models to predict the dimension of local reduced-order models given a prescribed accuracy level. During the training phase, the MP-LROM models will learn the dimensions of reduced-order basis K P OD associated with the parameter µ p and the corresponding error log ε HF µp,µp,K P OD . Later they will be able to estimate the proper dimension of reduced basis by providing it the specific viscosity parameter µ p and the desired precision logε. The computational cost is low once the models are constructed. The output indicates the dimension of the reduced manifold for which the ROM solution satisfies the corresponding error threshold. Thus we do not need to compute the entire spectrum of the snapshots matrix in advance which for large spatial discretization meshes translates into important computational costs reduction. Figure 12 illustrates the contours of the log of reduced-order model errors over all the values of the viscosity parameter µ p ∈ {0.01, 0.0113, 0.0126 . . . 1} and various POD dimensions K P OD = {4, 5, . . . , 14, 15}.
A neural network with 5 hidden layers and hyperbolic tangent sigmoid activation function in each layer is used while for the Gaussian Process we have used the squared-exponential-covariance kernel (10) . For both MP-LROM models, the results were rounded such as to generate natural numbers. Table 6 shows the average and variance of error in GP and ANN predictions using different sample sizes. ANN outperforms GP and as the number of data points grows, the accuracy increases and the variance decreases. The results are obtained using a conventional validation with 80% of the sample size dedicated for training data and the other 20% for the test data. The employed formula is described in equation (8a). Table 6 : Average and variance of errors in prediction of reduced basis dimension using MP-LROM models for different sample sizes
MP-LROM GP
Figures 13 and 14 show the prediction errors using 100 and 1000 training samples for both MP-LROM models constructed via ANN and GP models. The histograms shown in Figure 14 , as stated before, can assess the validity of GP assumptions. Once the number of samples is increased, the data set distribution shape is closer to the Gaussian profile N (0, σ 2 n ) than in the case of the data set distribution shown in Figure 5 used for generation of MP-LROM models for the prediction of local reduced-order model errors.
To assess the accuracy of the MP-LROM models, the data set is randomly partitioned into five equal size sub-samples, and five-fold cross-validation test is implemented. The five results from the folds are averaged and they are presented in Table 7 . The ANN model correctly estimated the dimension of the reduced manifold in 87% cases. GP correctly estimates the POD dimension 53% of the times. The variance results shows that the GP model has more stable predictions indicating a higher bias in the data. In Figure 15 , we compare the output of the MP-LROM models against the singular values based estimation on a set of randomly selected test data. The estimation derived from the singular values is the standard method for selecting the reduced manifold dimension when a prescribed level of accuracy of the reduced solution is desired. Here the desired accuracyε is set to 10 −3 . The mismatches between the predicted and true dimensions are depicted in Figure 15 . The predicted values are the averages over five different MP-LROM models constructed using ANN and GP methods. The models were trained on random 80% split of data set and tested on the fixed selected 20% test data. We notice that the snapshots matrix spectrum underestimates the true dimension of the manifold as expected since the 'in-plane' errors are not accounted. The ANN predictions were extremely accurate for most of the samples while the GP usually overestimated the reduced manifold dimensions. 
Conclusions
In this study, we introduced new multivariate input-output models (MP-LROM) to predict the errors and dimensions of local parametric reduced-order models. Approximation of these mappings were built using Gaussian Process and Artificial Neural Networks. Initially, we compared our MP-LROM error models against those constructed with multi-fidelity correction technique (MFC) and reduced order model error surrogates method (ROMES). Since global bases are used by MFC and ROMES methods, we implemented corresponding local error models using only small subsets of the data utilized to generate our MP-LROM models. In contrast, the MP-LROM models are global and rely on a global database. Moreover, our MP-LROM models differ from the ROMES [19] and MFC models [2] , having more additional features such as reduced subspace dimension and are specially projected for accurate predictions of local parametric reduced-order models errors. As such, the MP-LROM models require significantly more and different data than MFC models. The numerical experiments revealed that our MP-LROM models are more accurate than the models constructed with MFC and ROMES methods for estimating the errors of local parametric reduced-order 1D-Burgers models with a single parameter. In the case of large parametric domains, the MP-LROM error models could be affected by the curse of dimensionality due to the large number of input features. In the future we plan to use only subsets of the global data set near the vicinity of the parameters of interest and combine our technique with the active subspace method [14] to prevent the potential curse of dimensionality that the MP-LROM models might suffer.
Next we addressed the problem of selecting the dimension of a local reduced-order model when its solution must satisfy a desired level of accuracy. The approximated MP-LROM models based on Artificial Neural Networks better estimated the ROM basis dimension in comparison with the results obtained by truncating the spectrum of the snapshots matrix.
In the future we seek to decrease the computational complexity of the MP-LROM error models. Currently the training data required by the machine learning regression MP-LROM models rely on many high-fidelity simulations. By employing error bounds, residual norms [19] and a-posteriori error estimation results [28, 50] , this dependency could be much decreased. On-going work focuses on applications of MP-LROM error model. We are currently developing several algorithms and techniques that employ MP-LROM error model as a key component to generate decomposition maps of the parametric space associated with accurate local reduced-order models.
In addition, we plan to construct machine learning MP-LROM models to estimate the errors in quantities of interest computed with reduced-order models. The predictions of such error models can then be used to speed up the current trust-region reduced-order framework [3, 7] by eliminating the need of high-fidelity simulations for the quality evaluation of the updated controls.
